Editing Unit Rubric

Directions: You will revise your essay to adhere to writing conventions and you will be evaluated based on your adherence to the following criteria.

Following capitalization rules:

1 -------------------------- 2 -------------------------- 3 ------------------------- 4 -------------------------- 5
does not follow rules many mistakes follows capitalization rules

Selecting homophones correctly:

1 -------------------------- 2 -------------------------- 3 ------------------------- 4 -------------------------- 5
does not select homophones correctly many mistakes correctly selects homophones

Using commas as instructed:

1 -------------------------- 2 -------------------------- 3 ------------------------- 4 -------------------------- 5
does not attempt to use commas many mistakes uses commas as instructed

Choosing the correct end mark:

1 -------------------------- 2 -------------------------- 3 ------------------------- 4 -------------------------- 5
does not use end marks correctly many mistakes uses end marks correctly